Conker Laundry Detergent Trial transcript
Conker laundry detergent trial two. The first trial wasn't successful, placing the broken-up conkers
into a pillowcase didn't seem to wash the clothes sufficiently in my opinion and so the clothes remain
in the machine. So this is a second attempt, whereby the conkers are placed into a boiling water so I
have added about a cup of boiling water over the broken up conkers and left it overnight. I'm going to
and try this instead. Hopefully this will be more successful than the first attempt. Thank you.
This is my second attempt at conker laundry detergent. The first attempt it wasn't terribly successful,
I didn't think it worked well placing the conkers into a pillowcase and then placing that pillowcase tied
up into the drum. So for the second attempt, I have followed the process of putting the conkers into
a container. I have added about a mug full of boiling water over them and left them overnight. This
morning there was like a milky liquid that that came from the conkers and then I have put that through
a sieve into another container with a lid which I'll be storing in the fridge clearly marked as laundry
detergent.
So it's been successful, I feel happy with the results. How it will work for more heavily soiled laundry
I'm unsure but I will be trying again. I've got some laundry detergent left so I'm going to try small wash
of my daughter’s school shirts which are white, so I'll be seeing how they come out and that'll be that'll
be interesting. For the load of laundry that I did, yeah, happy with the result.
This is the inside of my daughter’s lunch box. Before it was placed into the washing machine, she had
spilt yoghurt everywhere inside it, cow’s milk yogurt, I hasten to add. I did rinse that off as best I could
but it was it was pretty bad, so that went into the machine and alongside all the laundry. It seems to
have come out really well, there's no issues with it. I've given it the all-important sniff test and it smells
of rose, sorry, geranium essential oil which is what I added to the machine alongside the conker
laundry detergent. I have checked through all the other laundry as well and it all seems to be fine. So,
think yes, a successful experiment.
I suspect for heavier soiled items and you might be something a little bit more so whether you would
need a pre-wash or something like that but for standard and lightly soiled laundry it’s a green light
from me I think!
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